Abstract: We propose a scalable version of a KLM CNOT gate based upon integrated waveguide microring resonators (MRR), vs the original KLM-approach using beam splitters (BS). The core element of our CNOT gate is a nonlinear phase-shift gate (NLPSG) using three MRRs, which we examine in detail. We find an expanded parameter space for the NLPSG over that of the conventional version. Whereas in all prior proposals for bulk optical realizations of the NLPSG the optimal operating point is precisely a single zero dimensional manifold within the parameter space of the device, we find conditions for effective transmission amplitudes which define a set of one dimensional manifolds in the parameters spaces of the MRRs. This allows for an unprecedented level flexibility in operation of the NLPSG that and allows for the fabrication of tunable MRR-based devices with high precision and low loss.
In 2001, Knill, Laflamme and Milburn (KLM) proposed an efficient scheme for linear optical quantum computing [1] . The KLM proposal is based upon a probabilistic, two-qubit, Controlled NOT (CNOT) gate along with local unitary operations on individual qubits. Some years later, Okamoto, et. al ., demonstrated experimentally a realization the KLM CNOT gate in bulk optics [2] . The KLM CNOT gate, shown schematically in Fig. (1) , is itself composed of two Non-Linear Phase Shift Gates (NLPSG), the essential two-qubit element of the CNOT gate. Each NLPSG is a probabilistic device involving three optical modes, that, in the bulk optical realization encounter strategically placed and optimally reflective beam splitters that appropriately route the free space evolution of photonic states through the system. The KLM CNOT gate performs a two qubit operation, namely, a flip of the target qubit (t) conditioned on the value of the control qubit (c), as In the dual rail encoding scheme indicated in Fig. (1) , each qubit requires a single photon in one of two optical modes; it is a two qubit gate acting on a two photon system. Specifically, the 'bunching' of two photons in any of the individual modes (in or out) is a failure of the gate. That such failures must be rejected is the origin of the probabilistic nature of the gate. The role of each NLPSG is to ensure that states involving two photons in the same mode interfere completely destructively at the next SU(2) (or U(2) as in our proposal here) linear optical element they encounter after being excited in the first place. This is accomplished in the gate shown in Fig 
wherein normalization of the input, and, therefore, because the coefficients that appear are either the same or shifted by  radians, output state requires that There is currently no way known to deterministically effect the transformation in Eq. (1) via unitary evolution. Instead, the transformation is realized probabilistically by using two auxiliary optical modes with one ancilla input photon. Projecting out a specific final state of the two-mode auxiliary subsystem, the nonlinear phase shift produces the desired local isometry on the remaining mode. It has been shown in [1, 3] that this action is successfully with a probability of ¼ and that the result of the projective measurement faithfully indicates the success of the transformation. Consequently, the optimal probability of success for the KLM CNOT gate is 1 16 .
Bulk optical realizations of the KLM CNOT are not scalable, discounting them as potential candidates for components of a viable quantum computer. Separate from scalability, bulk realizations based upon beam splitters and linear phase shifters lack any significant opportunity for dynamical tuning of parameters as might be desirable in a practical operating environment. The ability to 'scan' the parameter space of a device in situ to find a set of parameters allowing for optimal operation, viz. a success probability of ¼ for an NLPSG, allows for further tailoring of device and system design to a specific quantum computation.
Previously, we have predicted the existence of multi-dimensional Hong-OuMandel Manifolds in the operating parameter space of a double bus microring resonator (MRR) [4] [5] [6] [7] . This structure, which we identify as a fundamental circuit element for scalable quantum information processing in silicon nanophotonics, admits infinitely many more possibilities for realizing the Hong-Ou-Mandel Effect than does a traditional 50/50 beam splitter (BS) in bulk optics. Further, the double bus ring resonator is inherently scalable and easy to integrate in silicon nanophotonics. In brief, the replacement of each BS by a double bus MRR increases the number the available tunable parameters from one to three (one transmission coefficient for the BS; two transmission coefficients and one round trip phase for the MRR), which greatly expands the overall device parameter space. Thus, as will be demonstrated in this work, the optimal single point solution for the three BS transmission coefficients in the KLM BS version of the NLPSG will be expanded to sets of one and two dimensional manifolds when three MRRs are used.
The purpose of this letter is two-fold; (1) to propose a scalable version of the NLPSG based upon the fundamental circuit element we examined in Ref. [4] , as the key nonlinear element of the CNOT gate, and (2) to examine the higher dimensional manifolds within the NLSG parameter space on which the desired nonlinear phase shift occurs with optimal probability ¼. Fig. (2) summarizes our proposal. In Fig. (2a) we show the basic design for an NLPSG in bulk optics; this is essentially the same design as proposed in Ref. [1] . Fig. (2b) shows our scalable version based upon a network of silicon nanophotonic waveguides directionally coupled to microring resonators. The role of the double bus MRR as a circuit element is obvious.
Referring throughout to the labeling scheme introduced in Fig. (2a) , the nonlinear phase shift is to occur on the state propagating through the system along the upper rail, 1,in 1,out aa  . The lower two rails support the required auxiliary modes upon which a projective measurement of the output is performed in order to complete the phase shift. The operation of the NLPSG proceeds as follows. The system input is prepared in the global state,
The global output state resulting from purely unitary evolution can be written in the form (see Supplemental Material further details),
where 01   , Û describes the unitary evolution of the global system from inputoutput,
NLPS
 is the branch of the output state that induces the nonlinear phase shift upon projective measurement, and   is the branch that is rejected by the measurement such that
 . The probability of success for the NLPSG is given by, 2 successˆ.
Using linear optical transformations as in [3] ,
where the coefficients
S encode the scattering of of the inputoutput modes which depend on the system parameters labeled in Fig. (2b) . We arrive at the following set of constraints that result in the successful implementation of the NLPSG,
  
Mathematical consistency between Eqs. (7) and (8) 
Combining Eqs. (6) - (9) . Boson operators carrying two subscripts are internal to the NLPSG; we will eliminate them algebraically in deriving the operator input/output relations for the device.
In the notation we have adopted here the input/output operator transformations for the individual fundamental circuit elements implicated in Fig. (2a) can be written as,  represents the phase partition induced by the specific locations of the couplings of the rings with the waveguides; the phase partitions have no effect on our results, so we implicitly set them to 2 jj   (symmetrically coupled rings).
There is no direct algebraic substitution that will result in an operator input/output relation of the form we desire, namely,
where the matrix S describes the unitary "scattering" of the input operators into the output ones. Instead, owing to the directional nature of the couplings between waveguides and MRRs and to the topology of each MRR itself, we must algebraically adjust the relations encoded in transfer matrices (described in detail in the Supplemental Material) by introducing a set of three mode swap operations .  The  Bosonic  commutation 
analogous to Eq. (5).
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In order to preserve Bosonic commutation relations, each of the directional couplers must obey the reciprocity relations [8] ,  and 3  , seem to be external and, therefore, superfluous, but, as we shall discuss below, are actually required to tune the system in certain ways to effectively compensate for the internal phase shift 2  , which is in no way superfluous. Nevertheless, owing to the compensatory role they play, we shall omit 1  and 3  from the list of design and optimization parameters we consider, paring the set of these down to ten (10).
In light of Eq. (9), a little bit of simple algebra reveals that Eqs. (7) and (8) are identical constraints; in other words these two equations place two constraints, one on the real parts and the other on the imaginary parts, on the complex elements of S matrix. Similarly, Eq. (6) itself places two (2) more independent constraints on the system for a total of four (4) constraints due to the specific required action of the NLPSG. Interjecting all of this into our accounting from the previous paragraph, we arrive at a total of six (6) free design and optimization parameters for our proposed NLPSG. In a similar vein to our already published results regarding the Hong-OuMandel Effect [2014], we now search for N dimensional manifolds within the parameter space of the device, where 6 N  , upon which the NLPSG operates with the theoretically maximal probability of success of 1 4 .
We shall seek solutions with maximum success probability mimicking the solution and procedure of the bulk beam splitter NLPSG (see [3] ) as if each MRR in Fig.(2b) were collapsed to a BS as in Fig. (2a) with an effective transmission and reflection coefficients t, r respectively. We will first treat analytically the optimal operating conditions on a one dimensional manifold for which the MRRs are all set to be on resonance, 
such that
In order to analyze the operations of the NLPSG under the foregoing conditions, we must apply the constraints that induce the desired local isometry on the unitarily evolved state in the target mode, Mode 1. Specifically, Eq. (9) requires that 11 12 S  , which, combined with Eq. (7) (or (8)) and recalling that  is real in this case, implies that, 
Using the explicit forms of the matrix elements given in Eq. (22) we can find conditions on the effective transmission amplitudes, i t , for that satisfy the constraints given by Eqs. (9), (23), and (24). Specifically, we find a fixed solution, Summarizing what we have found so far, under conditions of exact resonance and balanced phase partitioning of the MRRs, in-line phase shifts of 0mod 2 along all waveguides, and real direct transmission amplitudes at all directional couples, the circuit shown in Fig. (2b) will successfully perform a nonlinear sign flip on Mode 1 with a maximum possible probability of success of 14 whenever the effective transition amplitudes for the MRRs are tuned to the optimal values,   
All of this is in direct correspondence with the results of KLM and Skaar regarding the optimal operating point for a NLPSG.
Here is the central point of our work. Whereas, in all prior proposals or realizations of the NLPSG the optimal operating point is precisely that, a single zero dimensional manifold within the parameter space of the device, the conditions placed by Eq.(28) on the effective transmission amplitudes define curves, i.e. one dimensional manifolds, in the parameters spaces of the MRRs. This allows for an unprecedented level flexibility in operation of the NLPSG that we propose.
To see how this arises, recall Eq. (20) defining the effective transmission amplitudes for the MRRs. Substituting the fixed optimal values from Eq. (28) for the effective transmission amplitudes results in optimal operating curves for each of the MRRs,   ; 11
Eq. (29) is effectively the engineering blue print for the optimal operation of the scalable NLPSG we propose.
In Fig. (3) we plot the one dimensional manifolds    in the case of the bulk optics KLM BS-based version of the NLPSG. In addition to the inherent scalability of an MRR-based KLM NLPSG, this result emphasizes the dynamic tunability that arises due to the expanded available parameter space for the device. We next try to find other optimal solutions (14) are complex. A detailed analysis [9] shows that this yields The net result of the (non-exhaustive) solutions presented in Figs.(3,4) (and Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Material) is that by using MRRs (as in Fig. 2b) Referring throughout to the labeling scheme introduced in Fig. (2a) , the nonlinear phase shift is to occur on the state propagating through the system along the upper rail, 1,in 1,out aa  . The lower two rails support the required auxiliary modes upon which a projective measurement of the output is performed in order to complete the phase shift. The operation of the NLPSG proceeds as follows. The system input is prepared in the global state 
The global output state resulting from purely unitary evolution can be written in the form 
Characterizes the successful operation of the NLPSG. Just prior to the measurement, the state of the system can be written as
The state of the system after a measurement in which a single photon is detected in output mode 2 and no photons are detected in output mode 3, is given by 
